
Denny’s Vest Kit
to knit — price varies by sizeCosmic Girl, from designer Nadia Crétin-Léchenne, is a pretty triangular shawl worked on the bias, in one 

piece, from top to bottom. This easy, relaxing pattern features wide sections of garter stitch—sometimes 
with a few stripes—making it suitable for beginners yet fun for more experienced knitters. A lace section also 
adds charm and interest. Finished size: 75” long x 25” deep,.

To make your Cosmic Girl Shawl, you’ll need 2 hanks of Davos, a new yarn from local indie dyer Lisa Souza. 
It’s a fingering-weight blend of mulberry silk and washable merino wool that positively shimmers (540yds/
hank). Merchandising Manager Linda Schumacher, who knitted the lovely sample above, has selected a few 
possible color combos, but feel free to choose your own.

Kit includes printed pattern and 2 hanks of Davos for $85.68, plus sales tax. Or—if you’d like to try this pat-
tern with a different yarn—we can help you put together a custom kit (price will vary depending on yarn select-
ed). To purchase your kit, call 530-642-2270 or stop by the shop.

What little boy (or girl, for that matter) wouldn’t look smashing in this classic vest from the design team 
at Berroco? With its stockinette body and ribbed edgings and V-neck, it’s a perfect pattern for begin-

ning knitters. Finished measurements: Chest – 24(25-26-27-28-29)” Length – 15(15½-16½-17-18-19)” Note: If 
your child likes things slightly oversized, please go up one size. Suggested needle sizes: US 8 & 10.

They’ll stay toasty warm all winter, because this vest is knit with Berroco Vintage Chunky, a machine-wash-
able blend featuring a wide color range, incredibly soft feel, and lots of yardage that knits up quickly. This 
bulky-weight yarn is a blend of acrylic, wool, and nylon (136yds/hank). Merchandising Manager Linda 
Schumacher has pulled a number of pretty hanks but we have many more colors in store.

Kit includes pattern booklet (with 
lots of other cute kids’ patterns), for 
$12.50, plus Vintage Chunky for just 
$9.50 per hank, plus sales tax (size of 
vest will determine how many hanks 
you’ll need).Or—if you’d like to try 
this pattern with a different yarn—we 
can help you put together a custom 
kit (price will vary depending on yarn 
selected). To purchase your kit, call 
530-642-2270 or stop by the shop.


